Introduction
In their paper entitled "Vantage sensitivity: a framework for individual differences in response to psychological intervention" de Villiers et al. highlight the importance of environmental sensitivity as an overarching meta-framework and emphasize studying the concept of 'vantage sensitivity'. While environmental sensitivity refers to differences between individuals in how pronounced they respond to (positive and negative) stimuli, the concept of vantage sensitivity focusses strictly on exposure to positive stimuli and its concurrent response. In a comprehensive fashion, the authors discuss possible genetic, physiological and psychological factors that may underlie vantage sensitivity and they furthermore propose the implementation of the Highly Sensitive Person (HSP) scale in adults and the Highly Sensitive Child (HSC) scale in children as part of psychometric workups.
Whilst the manuscript provides a valuable addition to the field through its summary, review, discussion and suggestions for future research, it also raises a number of questions, such as (1) whether (and to which extent) exposures can be qualified as positive or negative, (2) to which extent does the presented data on vantage sensitivity overlap with other concepts and phenotypes, for instance the placebo-effect, i.e., what is the specificity of vantage sensitivity?
Classifying exposures
The concept of vantage sensitivity revolves around the response to positive exposures, and it partially contrasts the concept of differential susceptibility, which comprises the response to positive and negative exposures. While some robust risk (i.e., increasing risk) and protective (i.e., decreasing risk) factors have been identified for a range of mental disorders, the majority of environmental exposures cannot easily be classified or dichotomised into 'positive' or 'negative'. To clarify the notion of mixed exposures and in keeping with the main focus of the review on psychotherapy, some examples of the downsides of psychotherapy might illustrate this point. In summary, Berk and Parker report that roughly 10% of patients worsen after commencing psychotherapy; furthermore there is a potential increase in dependency as well as a possible risk of increasing rumination in overly rational cognitive behavioural therapies [1] .
Furthermore, it may be that the impact of environmental exposures varies across developmental stages in life, and between individuals. An environmental exposure during one specific moment in life, or in one specific context may promote well-being, while it decreases well-being or even increases risk for pathology during other phases or in another contexts in life. For instance, it is shown in a rat model for PTSD that resting phase sleep deprivation, with or without forced wakefulness, diminished the expression of the PTSD-like phenotype [2] . Yet broadly speaking, sleep deprivation is usually not a good thing. In human subjects, an interesting finding by Harding and Mezulis is that rumination may represent both a protective and a risk factor for depressive symptoms [3] .
In addition, it should be noted that a risk factor for one individual, may be a neutral or a protective factor for others. Grabe et al. show for instance a GxExE model that shows a synergistic effect of childhood and adult trauma depending on 5-HTTLPR genotype [4] .
Pleiotropy
The authors describe a list of genetic variations which may be related to vantage sensitivity. These genetic variations have popped up in numerous genetic studies and have been linked with a range of mental phenotypes [5, 6] . Yet, there does not seem to be a clear specificity in the effects of the selected genes. Take the serotonin transporter gene polymorphism (5-HTTLPR) for instance, its function has been associated with a whole plethora of psychiatric phenotypes ranging from the better documented role in major depressive disorder to obsessive compulsive disorder; as well as harm avoidance and resilience [7, 8] . A comparable pattern emerges for other gene variants and phenotypes. For instance, the review of Hall et al. on genetic variation underlying the placebo response reported an interesting list of associated genes and SNPs [9] . It mentions the usual suspects of serotonin polymorphisms (TPH2, SLC6A4, HTR2A, 5-HTTLPR) and dopamine polymorphisms (COMT, MAO-A, DBH, DRD3, BDNF) as well as the opioid receptor and endocannabinoid receptor, i.e., some of the same variants as described to be possibly linked with vantage sensitivity.
The arrival of genome-wide association studies further underlines the above problem of aspecificity of genetic polymorphisms. As the authors point out, a constructed polygenic score, with more than 20,000 gene variants, regarding the response to cognitive behavioural therapy showed that subjects with a higher genetic sensitivity score showed an increased response to higher quality CBT. Although interesting, it should be noted that genetic studies in mental health phenotypes have not (yet) provided clear causal pathways, and that there are "many associated SNPs of each small effect" associated with different mental phenotypes or underlying latent phenotypes.
Resilience concerns itself mostly with the differential response in mental well-being of people when confronted with adversity and how some people swiftly recover from adversity and may even show the capacity for posttraumatic growth [10] . The latter part of this definition starts to edge into the territory of vantage sensitivity. It might be hypothesised that parts of the subdivisions of the meta-framework of environmental sensitivity also overlap in the contribution of the underlying neurobiology [11] . In resilience research there has been additional evidence that individual adaptation is the resulting effect of GxE interactions particularly in the stress response system [10] , e.g., with carriers of genetic variants in CRH1 and FKBP5 (impacting on the response of the hypothalamus-pituitary axis) having lower risk to develop mental ill-health in response to adversity. Evidence suggests that secure attachment seems to play a more central role in how resilience is shaped by environmental effects. Interesting findings from behavioural genetic studies with twins are that attachment indeed is the solitary result of environmental influences. Sensitive and warm parenting particularly appears to be a central determinant of attachment security as it is the parents who provide the child with a safe and stimulating learning environment from which it can explore the world. Internal working models are formed by securely attached children in which they perceive themselves as worthy, others as being available and reliable, and the environment can be experienced as challenging but manageable with support from others. Working models like these lead to improved self-regulation, the possibility to infer own and other's mental states, to handle social relationships and to effectively deal with various stressors. This reasoning closely follows some of the implications the authors point out. In summary, the authors reason that there is some preliminary research that indicates that vantage sensitivity builds over time, according to positive exposures. They give the example of vagal tone, an index of autonomic flexibility, which seems to be in a mutually reinforcing relationship with positive emotions and social connectedness. The measurement for social connectedness scored questions like: "During the social interactions, I felt "in tune" with the person/s around me". This seems to tap into the prosocial component and the adult dimensions of attachment as we sketched earlier. Thus, different facets of environmental sensitivity seem to be interlinked.
Discussion
Although it is necessary to establish some post signs in the landscape of causality, the primary concern of the authors seems to be a very clinically relevant problem: not everyone responds to (psycho-) therapy in the same manner. As the authors suggest, it might be worthwhile to focus on validating a refined psychometric workup of which the HSP/HSC could be a part. Fine-tuning could be aimed at the mentioned big 5 personality facets of low extraversion and high conscientiousness as well as perhaps a weighting based on some baseline demographics as age, sex, severity, chronicity, comorbidity, social support and clinician/treatment contextual factors. Such an approach does need to be combined with prospective study approaches capturing environmental (social and biological) exposures, when possible using objective physiological and biological phenotypes as well as self-reports on appraisal and experiences in the flow of daily life [12] and clinical interview-based mental phenotypes, allowing analyses of longitudinal changes over time in dynamic, context-sensitive network models. Such approaches are required in order to better describe and interpret interindividual variations in response to environmental factors in a life span perspective.
When using such a psychometric workup inevitably patients will present themselves who are highly motivated yet are predicted to have a diminished response to psychotherapy. The authors suggest the possibility of changing treatment-modality, -intensity or duration in these cases. They reframe it into: "being less sensitive to one type of treatment may not necessarily mean lacking sensitivity to all treatments". In this line, one could furthermore argue that sensitivity to treatment depends on social context and expectations of the individual, and thus that lack of treatment response at a certain time point in life does not necessarily predict lack of response at another time point in life.
Indeed, scientific endeavours on answering who may benefit from treatment (and when) are currently ongoing for a range of treatment modalities. Such initiatives should consider incorporating the concept of vantage sensitivity as another soldier within the ranks of positive psychiatry, while underlining the importance of personalised treatment.
